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Abstract

Consider an undirected network with traversal times on its edges and a set of commodities with
connection requests from sources to destinations and release dates. The non-stop disjoint trajecto-
ries problem is to find trajectories that fulfill all requests, such that the commodities never meet.
In this extension to the NP-complete disjoint paths problem, trajectories must satisfy a non-stop
condition, which disallows waiting at vertices or along arcs. This problem variant appears, for
example, when disjoint aircraft trajectories shall be determined or in bufferless packet routing. We
study the border of tractability for feasibility and optimization problems on three graph classes
that are frequently used where space and time are discretized simultaneously: the path, the grid,
and the mesh. We show that if all commodities have a common release date, feasibility can be
decided in polynomial time on paths. For the unbounded mesh and unit-costs, we show how to
construct optimal trajectories. In contrast, if commodities have individual release intervals and
turns are forbidden, then even feasibility is NP-complete for the path. For the mesh and arbitrary
edge costs, with individual release dates and restricted turning abilities of commodities, we show
that optimization and approximation are not fixed-parameter tractable.
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1. Introduction

Conflict avoidance is a frequently encountered problem when objects that need to use shared
and capacity-constrained resources move through a network. The respective mathematical models
often need to determine paths that are in some sense disjoint. In many applications, such as traffic
routing or packet routing, these tasks contain a temporal component for determining conflicts. In
a base network, given by a base graph with traversal times, each object follows a trajectory that
consists of a walk followed over time. In order not to exceed the capacities at any point in time,
trajectories need to be pairwise disjoint.

We study a special version of this wide class of problems, namely the non-stop disjoint trajecto-
ries problem (NDTP), which disallows waiting at vertices or along edges of the base network. One
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main motivation to add the non-stop restriction to the disjoint trajectories problem is planning for
aircraft, but also bufferless and direct routing [2, 20]. In this work, we aim at gaining a theoretical
understanding of the NDTP in the setting of unit traversal times for connections in an (undirected)
base network. Thereby, we consider k connection requests together with a release date for each
commodity when it must start its trajectory. A commodity disappears from the network once it
has reached its destination. The task is to determine disjoint trajectories (for a formal definition
see Section 2) for all commodities. We consider both feasibility and optimization tasks.

After all, the NDTP can be seen as a generalization of the vertex disjoint paths problem which
was already proven to be NP-complete for general k by Karp [14]. Nevertheless, for special graph
classes or structures, there are polynomial time approaches for related problems, e.g. for the packet
routing problem on the grid [21]. In this work we want to study the border between tractable and
intractable settings for the NDTP. Therefore, we mainly consider three settings of the NDTP with
additional constraints on the characteristics of commodities. First, a basic variant where requests
have common release dates and the selection of consecutive edges is unrestricted (CU). Second,
we consider two variants where direct returns to the predecessor vertex in the base network are
disallowed. Here, one setting is described by requests that have common release dates but the
selection of consecutive edges is restricted (CR). In the other, requests can have individual release
dates and selection of consecutive edges is restricted (IR). This is motivated by commodities
representing real live vehicles that have to follow physical restrictions on their turning behavior.

We will consider three main graph classes for our study of computational complexity: The path,
the grid with four-neighborhood, and the grid with eight-neighborhood (also called a mesh).

Main Contributions: We show that feasibility can be decided in polynomial time for all three set-
tings on the path. In contrast, for three more application oriented generalizations of the NDTP on
the path we show, that the feasibility problem already becomes an NP-complete problem (Theo-
rems 4.1, 4.3 and Proposition 4.4). For the grid with four- and eight-neighborhoods and a common
destination we prove that, if the grid is large enough, each instance is feasible for settings CU and
CR in Theorem 5.2. Further, we prove sharp lower bounds for three classes of relevant optimization
objectives in Theorem 5.5. For setting IR on the grid with eight-neighborhood and individual edge
costs we prove that minimization of the sum of costs for disjoint trajectories is not fixed-parameter
tractable in Theorem 6.6.

Outline: Section 2 gives a formal statement of the problem under consideration and reviews
related work. Section 3 studies feasibility of the NDTP on the path. Here, also some results for
generalizations of the NDTP are presented. Section 5 considers the NDTP on the unit grid with
four- and eight-neighborhoods and common destination, where feasibility and three optimization
tasks are studied. Section 6 generalizes the grid with eight-neighborhood and allows for individual
edge cost in the base network. The sum of costs objective is studied for setting IR. We conclude
with Section 7, where we recapitulate some open questions and give an outlook to future research.

2. Problem Statement and Related Work

2.1. General definitions
Consider a base network given by a simple, undirected graph G = (V,E) with unit traversal

times on its edges. We are given k ∈ N connection requests which, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, consist of a
commodity i, a source si ∈ V , a destination di ∈ V \{si}, and a release date ri ∈ N. Further, let a
planning horizon T ∈ N be given.
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A trajectory W of length g is a sequence (v0, t
0), . . . , (vg, t

g) such that vj ∈ V for each 0 ≤ j ≤ g,
ej = {vj−1, vj} ∈ E for each 1 ≤ j ≤ g, and tj = tj−1 + 1 for each 1 ≤ j ≤ g. In this case, we
say that trajectory W traverses each of v0, . . . , vg and e1, . . . , eg. We say that trajectory W fulfills
connection request i if v0 = si, vg = di, and t0 = ri.

In problems where space and time are discretized simultaneously, one often uses a time-expanded
network GT = (V T , ET ) with vertices (v, t) for each v ∈ V and t = 0, 1, . . . , T . An arc exists from
(v, t) to (w, t+ 1) in case the base graph G contains an edge e = {v, w} ∈ E. Thus, a trajectory in
the base network G has a one-to-one correspondence to a path in the time-expanded network GT ,
which we also refer to as trajectory. We note that GT is a directed acyclic graph.

We call two trajectories disjoint, if they do not share a position of the network at any time. Thus,
two disjoint trajectories shall never use the same vertex in the time-expanded network. Having this,
the impossibility of overtaking along an edge is already implied as we are given exactly one traversal
time for each edge of the base network. If an edge of the base network is used by two trajectories
in opposite directions, then it has to be ensured that commodities do not have a frontal crash while
using this edge. These considerations are formally stated in the following definition.

Definition 2.1 (Disjoint trajectories). Two given trajectories in GT are disjoint if they do not
meet in GT , that is:

1. They are vertex disjoint.

2. If one trajectory traverses ((v, t1), (w, t1 + 1)) ∈ ET and the other trajectory traverses
((w, t2), (v, t2 + 1)), then either t2 < t1 + 1 or t2 + 1 < t1 holds.

If two trajectories are not disjoint, we say that they are in conflict.

Definition 2.2 (Feasible trajectories). We say that k trajectories W1, . . . ,Wk are feasible if they
are pairwise disjoint and, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, trajectory Wi fulfills connection request i.

Definition 2.3 (Objectives). Let a base network be given by a base graph G = (V,E) with unit
traversal times and edge costs ce ∈ N for each e ∈ E. We define the following objectives for k
connection requests on G that have to be fulfilled:

feas: Decide whether feasible trajectories exist.

minsum: Minimize the sum of the costs of feasible trajectories.

minmax: Given minimal possible costs c∗1, . . . , c∗k for commodities to reach their respective destina-
tions. Find feasible trajectories with costs c1, . . . , ck minimizing maxi{ci − c∗i }.

makespan: Minimize the makespan, that is, the latest arrival time of any commodity.

Definition 2.4 (Settings). Let a base network be given by a base graph G = (V,E) with unit
traversal times. We define the following settings for k connection requests on G that have to be
fulfilled:

CU All commodities 1 ≤ i ≤ k have a common release date ri = 0. Selection of consecutive edges
is unrestricted.

CR All commodities 1 ≤ i ≤ k have a common release date ri = 0. Selection of consecutive
edges is restricted. That is, commodities are not allowed to traverse the same edge of the base
network in consecutive time steps.
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IR Commodities 1 ≤ i ≤ k have individual release dates ri ∈ N. Selection of consecutive edges is
restricted, as in CR.

In Section 4.1, we will consider a generalization of IR where we allow release intervals. This
setting is called IIR.

Remark 2.5. Throughout the paper we assume that the planning horizon T while being finite, is
large enough to not impose any restriction.

Definition 2.6 (Non-stop disjoint trajectories problem). Let a base network be given by an undi-
rected base graph G = (V,E) with unit traversal times and costs ce ∈ N for each e ∈ E, and k
connection requests together with a setting for the commodities, and an objective. Consider a fi-
nite, but large time horizon T ∈ N that does not impose any restrictions. The non-stop disjoint
trajectories problem (NDTP) is to find k feasible trajectories in the given setting that are optimal
with respect to the given objective, or to detect infeasibility.

Definition 2.7 (Notation). We introduce a three-field notation, similar to what is used in the
scheduling literature, in order to shorten the specification of an NDTP instance:

Setting|Network|Objective−NDTP

The network is thereby characterized by G, ce, that is, the base graph G and the edge costs ce. If
a field is filled with a ∗ this implies that the stated property holds true for all possible entries of
this field. For example, CR|G, ∗|minsum-NDTP specifies the NDTP on a base network G with unit
traversal times and arbitrary edge costs, where all connection requests have a common release date,
movements of commodities are restricted, and the minsum objective has to be optimized.

After the following overview over related work we start to study complexity on different graph
classes that arise frequently in different applications: First the path, which appears in current
practice for air traffic management, where aircraft are aligned to follow a predefined path when
approaching an airport. Second the grid and the mesh, common structures not only when space
has to be discretized, but also, e.g., for packet routing in parallel computing.

2.2. Related work
The k disjoint paths problem has received a lot of attention and there are many results regarding

its complexity for special graph classes or fixed k. On the one hand there are hardness results, as
for example for undirected graphs the k-vertex disjoint paths problem with k being part of the
input is shown to be NP-complete even for planar graphs [19]. On the other hand, for many cases
it is known that the disjoint paths problem is in P. Deciding feasibility is in P for fixed k in
undirected graphs [22]. If all connection requests share either a common source or destination, the
vertex disjoint path problem is in P [9]. For fixed k, polynomial time algorithms are available for
finding k vertex disjoint paths for directed acyclic graphs, even if no assumptions are made on the
sources and destinations. The known algorithms have worst case asymptotic running times that
are exponential in k. For a broad overview of complexity results see [15].

Disjoint trajectories where waiting at vertices is allowed also has received a lot of attention,
especially in the context of robot motion, see [7, 27, 28].

In the context of packet-routing the non-stop property is also considered in bufferless or direct
routing, see [2, 20]. Here, packets have to move non-stop and conflict-free along given routes, but
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with the possibility to wait at the source. Hence, feasibility of instances is always guaranteed.
Optimizing the routes as well leads to NP-hard problems in general. For the unbounded grid
and waiting allowed also along the trajectory, [21] provides some polynomial time optimal and
approximation algorithms.

For unit traversal times, the NDTP is equivalent to the dynamic unsplittable multi-commodity
flow problem with unit capacities on edges. A nice overview of dynamic flows with continuous time
can be found in [24]. A good introduction to the time-discretized version of dynamic flows is given
in [13]. The multi-commodity flow over time problem with continuous time is NP-hard, even when
restricted to series-parallel networks or to the case of only two commodities [11]. For a robust
approach considering uncertain traversal times for edges and no-wait restrictions, even verifying a
solution is NP-hard [10].

As we consider undirected graphs as base networks, but the time expanded graphs are always
acyclic directed graphs the NDTP lies in between those results. Hence, especially for special graph
classes, such as the line, the grid, and the mesh, complexity of the different settings for the NDTP
requires further investigation. We give further references to the literature for problems related to
the modeling extensions on the line in the corresponding Section 4.

3. The NDTP on the Path

We start by studying the feasibility problem of all three introduced settings on the path, i.e. a
representation of a (one-dimensional) line. In fact we will show, that all introduced settings can be
decided in polynomial time. In an attempt to get closer to real world applications of the NDTP on
the path such as air traffic management, we study afterwards the complexity of a generalized setting
in Section 4.

For each n ∈ N, let Pn = (Vn, En) be the path on n vertices, that is

Vn = {1, . . . , n} and (1a)
En = {{v, v + 1} | v, v + 1 ∈ Vn}. (1b)

For the settings CR and IR deciding whether a given instance on the path is feasible or not can
be done in polynomial time: Due to the restricted movement condition on the path, commodities
cannot change their direction of movement. Hence, for each commodity there is a unique trajectory
if it wants to arrive at its destination. For each pair of commodities it can be checked in constant
time whether their trajectories are disjoint or not. As there are O(k2) possible pairs, feasibility can
be checked in time O(k2).

Proposition 3.1. CR|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP and IR|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP can be decided in time O(k2).

For the setting CU, where turning along the path is allowed, trajectories are not unique and
deciding whether an instance is feasible is not trivial anymore. In the following, we will show
that CU|Pn, 1, ∗|feas-NDTP can be decided in polynomial time. Namely, we present in Lemma 3.5
an iterative criterion to determine whether a commodity can possibly be the first to arrive to its
destination. This criterion is used in Theorem 3.6 to show the desired property. Some preliminary
results that are necessary for the proof are given next. These hold also for general base networks
G.
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In order to verify iteratively whether or not a general CU|G, ∗|feas-NDTP instance is feasible,
we start with the following lemma. It states that any movement of commodities along disjoint
trajectories can be undone if turning behavior is not restricted.

Lemma 3.2. Consider a CU|G, ∗|feas-NDTP instance with k connection requests and assume that
at time t the commodities are placed at pairwise distinct vertices vt1, ..., vtk. Further assume that for
some h > 0 there are disjoint trajectories such that at time t + h the commodities are at pairwise
distinct vertices vt+h

1 , ..., vt+h
k . Then there are also disjoint trajectories such that this is undone,

that is, at time t+ 2h the commodities are again placed at vt1, ..., vtk.

Proof. Let Wi =
(
(vti , t), (v

t+1
i , t+ 1), . . . , (vt+h−1

i , t+ h− 1), (vt+h
i , t+ h)

)
be the trajectory for

commodity 1 ≤ i ≤ k. If W1, . . . ,Wk are pairwise disjoint, then it follows directly that also

W ′i =
(
(vt+h

i , t+ h), (vt+h−1
i , t+ h+ 1), . . . , (vt+1

i , t+ 2h− 1), (vti , t+ 2h)
)

for 1 ≤ i ≤ k are pairwise disjoint.

We introduce this property to be later used it in the following way: Let an instance and an initial
configuration of commodities be given. Assume we have a criterion that allows us to determine
whether a commodity j (or a non-empty subset J ⊆ [k]) can reach its destination first while all
commodities follow disjoint trajectories. In this case, we do not have to consider where the other
commodities actually are after j (resp. J) reached its destination and disappeared from the network.
Instead we can use Lemma 3.2 and return them to the initial configuration. Now, we can apply the
criterion again on the remaining, smaller, instance where commodity j (resp. J) no longer has to
be considered.

This idea is formalized in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. A CU|G, ∗|feas-NDTP instance with k connection requests is feasible if and only if
there are disjoint trajectories for the k commodities such that:

• a non-empty subset J ⊆ [k] of requests is fulfilled simultaneously at time t and no other request
is fulfilled earlier than t.

• the CU|G, 1, ∗|feas-NDTP instance with the set [k] \ J of requests is feasible.

Proof. (⇒) Since the former instance is feasible, there are feasible trajectoriesWs for s ∈ [k]. Follow
these trajectories until the first time t at which at least one connection request has been fulfilled.
Let J be the subset of all connection requests fulfilled at t. By Lemma 3.2, the commodities
corresponding to connection requests [k] \ J can return to their original positions at time 2t. The
trajectories Ws for s ∈ [k] \ J show that the latter instance is feasible.

(⇐) Follow the disjoint trajectories until the connection requests in J are fulfilled at time t.
By Lemma 3.2, the commodities corresponding to connection requests [k] \ J can return to their
original positions at time 2t. Since the latter instance is feasible, there are feasible trajectories Ws

for s ∈ [k] \ J . Following these trajectories shows that the former instance is feasible.

If a given NDTP instance is not feasible, we can sill use Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 to character-
ize the subset of requests of that instance that can reach their destination. For an NDTP instance,
a subset S ⊆ {1, . . . , k} of connection requests is realizable if there are k disjoint trajectories such
that all connection requests in S are fulfilled. Subset S is a maximal realizable subset if no request
can be added such that S is still realizable. It turns out that maximal realizable sets are unique,
as we show next.
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Corollary 3.4. Any instance of CU|G, ∗|feas-NDTP has a unique maximal realizable set.

Proof. For a contradiction, assume that S1 and S2 are two distinct maximal realizable sets. There
are orderings i1, . . . , ih of S1 and j1, . . . , jq of S2 in which those connection requests can be fulfilled.
Without loss of generality, there is an index ` such that i1 = j1, . . . , i` = j` and j`+1 /∈ S1. Therefore,
let t be the time when j`+1 is fulfilled, following the disjoint trajectories implied by S2. Now, the
remaining commodities can return to their initial configuration according to Lemma 3.2. Let the
remaining commodities now follow their trajectories as they are implied to fully realize S1. As those
where feasible for the full instance, they are also for the remaining requests. Hence, in the end all
requests in S1 and j`+1 are fulfilled, contradicting the maximality of S1.

The property given in Theorem 3.3 can be used to iteratively check feasibility of an instance.
The remaining question for being able to apply the theorem is how to check whether there is a
particular commodity that can reach its destination first. In the following we consider explicitly
the path Pn and derive a criterion that can be checked in polynomial time.

For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let si ∈ Vn be the source and di ∈ Vn be the destination of connection
request i. We assume without loss of generality that s1 < · · · < sk and that si 6= di for each
1 ≤ i ≤ k. For each 1 ≤ i < k, let gi = si+1− si > 0 be the gap between consecutive sources si and
si+1.

For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let the end of the line for i be Ωi = 1 and Di = {1, . . . di} if di < si.
Otherwise we set Ωi = n and Di := {di, . . . , n}. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let Si be the set of sources
between si and Ωi, that is, let Si = {s1, . . . , sk} ∩ {si, . . . ,Ωi}. Finally, let Γi be the number of
even gaps between consecutive sources in Si.

Lemma 3.5. Let a CU|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP instance with k connection requests be given. A connection
request 1 ≤ i ≤ k can be fulfilled first if and only if |Di| ≥ |Si|+ Γi.

Proof. Let 1 ≤ i < k and consider the trajectories of two consecutive commodities i and i+ 1. The
initial gap between these commodities is gi. Each time they move, this gap either remains constant
(if they move in the same direction), increases by two (if they move away from each other), or
decreases by two (if they move towards each other). Hence, the gap between the two consecutive
commodities i and i+ 1 has always the parity of gi. Furthermore, since their trajectories must be
disjoint, their gap is always positive. In other words, if the gap is odd, then consecutive commodities
can be in consecutive vertices. Otherwise, if the gap is even, then consecutive commodities have at
least one empty vertex between them.

(⇒) Assume that connection request i is fulfilled first. This implies that all commodities with
sources in Si are located simultaneously in distinct vertices of Di. Moreover, at the same time, Di

must contain at least Γi empty vertices, one for each even gap between consecutive commodities.
It follows that |Di| ≥ |Si|+ Γi.

(⇐) Assume that connection request i satisfies |Di| ≥ |Si|+Γi. We construct disjoint trajectories
for all commodities such that connection request i is fulfilled. Without loss of generality, assume
that si > di, which in turn implies that Ωi = 1, Di = {1, . . . , di}, and Si = {s1, . . . , si}. For each
time step, decide for each commodity 1 ≤ j ≤ k in ascending order, their next position as follows:
Move commodity j towards 1 if it is possible, otherwise move it towards n. Observe that this will
preserve the gaps between consecutive commodities that move in the same direction and that it will
decrease the gaps between consecutive commodities that move in opposite directions. Furthermore,
for 1 ≤ j < i the gaps between consecutive commodities j and j + 1 will eventually become 1 or 2,
according to whether they were initially odd or even. But latest when this happens, commodity i
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would have been able to reach position |Si| + Γi. Since si > di = |Di| ≥ |Si| + Γi, it follows that,
latest at that point, commodity i has reached its destination di. Note that, until that moment,
commodities i, . . . , k have moved towards 1 at each time step.

We prove now that the property given by Lemma 3.5 can be tested in linear time and, as a
consequence, CU|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP can be solved in quadratic time.

Theorem 3.6. Any instance of CU|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP with k connection requests can be solved in
time O(k2).

Proof. Sort the k commodities in such a way that s1 < . . . < sk. This can be done in time
O(k log k). Note that this order does not change, even if some commodities have reached their
destinations and disappear.

Now we test whether some commodity i satisfies the property given by Lemma 3.5. For this,
we compute first all gaps g1, . . . , gk−1 and the total number Γ of even gaps. This can be done in
time O(k). Second, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we compute Ωi, |Di|, and |Si| as follows: If di < si, then
Ωi = 1, |Di| = di, and |Si| = i. Otherwise, Ωi = n, |Di| = n− di + 1, and |Si| = k− i+ 1. This can
be done in time O(k). Third, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we compute Γi as follows:

1. Let γ = Γ and gk = 1 which corresponds to an artificial odd gap after sk.

2. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k:

(a) If si < di, then Γi = γ, otherwise Γi = Γ− γ.
(b) If gi is even, then decrease γ by 1.

Observe that due to 2.b, the value of γ is at every step the total number of even gaps between si
and sk. These computations can be performed in time O(k). Finally, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we test
whether |Di| ≥ |Si|+ Γi or not. This can also be done in time O(k). Hence, in time O(k), we can
decide whether some commodity i satisfies the property or not.

In the latter case we stop, the instance is not feasible. In the former case, we delete commodity
i from consideration, we renumber the commodities i + 1, . . . , k to i, . . . , k − 1, and we test again
the property given by Lemma 3.5. Since this has to be done at most k times, the total running
time is O(k2).

We note that the renumbering at the end of the proof preserves the desired ordering of the
sources and hence sorting again is unnecessary. Also, by Proposition 3.2, we can assume that
the remaining commodities returned to their original sources. Furthermore, by Corollary 3.4, the
described algorithm stops with a maximal realizable set.

Combining Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.6 for all considered settings on the path we showed
that the feasibility problem can be solved in polynomial time, if the time horizon is large enough.
Before moving on to the grid in Section 5 in the following section we consider some modeling
extension for the path that are directed more towards applications where physical commodities are
involved.
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4. Modeling Extensions for the Path

As mentioned before, the NDTP has many real world applications such as air traffic management,
where in current practice aircraft are at some point aligned to follow a one-dimensional path to the
runway. Thereby, there is some flexibility to decide when an aircraft enters that path. In contexts
such as this, the presented settings are too restrictive to allow for a representation of the real world
necessities.

The positive results so far motivated us to consider such more realistic settings. Therefore,
we study the version with restricted movement but individual release intervals instead of release
dates. In the time discrete setting, due to the possibility to decide for a release time, the problem is
related to the multiple choice problem with clique constraints as studied e.g. in [3, 4, 5, 18]. While
it is in general NP-complete, several structures that allow for polynomial time decisions are known
that apply for example in the application of train timetabling. Further, there is a close relation to
several scheduling problems with no-wait constraints between successive machines. For scheduling
problems in general there is a wide variety for results, with those regarding NP-completeness of
the job-shop and flow-shop problem in [26] resp. [23] being some of the closest. None of the above
can fully be transformed into a NDTP with release intervals, which is why we study its complexity
in the following.

It turns out that, even for what before was the trivial case with restricted movement, the problem
now becomes NP-complete. This remains true even if in addition all commodities have to follow
the same direction and for continuous time.

4.1. Release Intervals
In this subsection we generalize the settings studied until now to allow for individual release

intervals instead of exact release dates. This generalization is natural for many applications, but al-
ready deciding feasibility will turn out to be NP-complete if movement of commodities is restricted.
We call the setting under consideration IIR, that is, requests have individual release intervals and
restricted movements of commodities as in CR. For each connection request 1 ≤ i ≤ k, its release
interval is J`i, uiK = {`i, `i +1, . . . , ui}, with `i ≤ ui ∈ N. If in a feasible solution the departure time
for a commodity i is set to ri ∈ J`i, uiK we say that i is scheduled at time ri. A feasible solution is
also called scheduling.

In the following we will prove NP-completeness of IIR|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP even in case all com-
modities have to follow the same direction, that is, if si ≤ di holds for all connection requests.

We will use a geometric interpretation of trajectories. If we identify Pn with the Euclidean seg-
ment [1, n] we can interpret the trajectories as segments of slope +1 or −1, see Figure 1(a). Trajec-
tories are conflict free if their segments do not cross. Further, if for an IIR|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP instance
all commodities have to move left to right, then a linear transformation on the time components of a
time-expanded vertex (s, t′) 7→ (s, t), namely t = t′− s allows to interpret trajectories as horizontal
segments, see Figure 1 (b). This transformation is used in the proof of Theorem 4.1, to facilitate
the understanding of graphical representation and the statement of connection requests.

Theorem 4.1. The IIR|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP is NP-complete.

Proof. We first show that the problem is in NP: For IIR on Pn with unit traversal times the k
trajectories are described by si, di and ri. We can check in time O(k) whether the scheduled times
lie within the valid intervals. Conflicts can be determined by checking all pairs of segments for
intersection, which can be done in time O(k2).
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Figure 1: Geometrical interpretation for a commodity: This example has u − ` = 1. Depicted as solid lines are the
two possible trajectories, the shaded parallelograms illustrate the temporal separation between the two possibilities.
For ease of notation in Theorem 4.1 we use `′ resp. u′ as earliest and latest release time in the original instance and
`, u for the transformed one.

We prove hardness by a reduction from 3-SAT which is well known to be NP-complete (see
Cook [6]). Let an instance with q clauses c1, . . . , cq and p variables x1, . . . , xp be given. Without
loss of generality, assume that a literal and its negation do not appear in the same clause.

In order to improve readability we specify a connection request by s(i), d(i), `(i), u(i) instead of
∗i .

For each variable xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, we introduce a commodity that has the source-destination
pair s(xi) = 1, d(xi) = 2q + 2 and three possible departure times, given by `(xi) = 5(i − 1) + 1
and u(xi) = 5(i − 1) + 3. Thereby, choosing `(xi) represents that xi is set to true, choosing u(xi)
represents that xi is set to false. We prevent a commodity from being scheduled at time `(xi)+1 by
introducing an additional blocking commodity bi with s(bi) = 1, d(bi) = 2, `(bi) = u(bi) = `(xi) + 1,
which in a feasible solution necessarily has to be scheduled at this time. The latter is necessary
to enable the correctness of so-called switches (to be explained later) which signal whether the
literal included in a clause is set to true or not. This leads to a total of 2p commodities for the
representation of the variables.

Each clause cj , 1 ≤ j ≤ q, is represented by a short segment of the path: One commodity Dj

with s(Dj) = 2j, d(Dj) = 2j + 2, `(Dj) = 0, u(Dj) = 5p− 1. If the corresponding IIR|Pn, ∗|feas-
NDTP has a feasible scheduling for the commodities, the scheduled time for decision commodity Dj

will signal a literal of the clause that has a true assignment. In order to achieve this, we need two
categories of additional commodities: For each variable not included in the clause we need locking
commodities that prevent Dj from being scheduled at times that correspond to those variables.
Further, for each variable in the clause we need further commodities that will form the so called
switch implying whether the literal in the clause has a true assignment. First, we define the set of
locks Xj

∗ , Y
j
∗ , Z

j
∗ which are commodities that prevent commodity Dj from starting its trajectory in

time steps referring to variables not included in the clause. Thus, for each variable xi that is not
part of clause cj all commodities of locks Xj

i , Y
j
i , Z

j
i have s, d values equal to those of Dj and are

defined as follows. Each lock Xj
i and Y j

i consists of one commodity. Xj
i has to start its path in the

time step before `(xi), that is, it starts at `(X
j
i ) = u(Xj

i ) = `(xi)−1, and Y j
i at the time step after

u(xi), i.e. at u(xi) + 1. Further, lock Zj
i are two identical commodities that have the same `, u as
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Figure 2: Scheme for clause and switch design. For ease of exposition, we assume departure times are centered
between the dashed lines.

the commodity corresponding to xi and block the two time steps remaining after the assignment of
xi. So far, these are 1 + 4(p− 3) commodities per clause.

Next, for the variables included in the clause, we introduce commodities that form switches to
determine whether the literal has a true assignment. In the overall scheme for representing clauses
shown in Figure 2(a), those are marked by gray blocks. If the positive literal xi is included in a
clause, the structure is depicted in Figure 2 (b)-(d). There is one commodity Rj

i that has to be
scheduled either at time `(xi) or at `(xi) + 1 with s(Rj

i ) = s(Dj), d(Rj
i ) = s(Dj) + 1. Further,

there is one commodity P j
i that has the same s and d coordinates as the commodity representing

clause j. The possible departure times are given by `(P j
i ) = `(xi) + 1, u(P j

i ) = u(xi). The last
part of the switch is commodity Qj

i with three possible departure times given by `(Qj
i ) = `(xi) + 1,

u(Qj
i ) = u(xi) + 1, s(Qj

i ) = s(Dj) + 1, and d(Qj
i ) = d(Dj).

Additionally there is one commodity Lj
i with `(Lj

i ) = u(Lj
i ) = `(Rj

i ) − 1 and s(Lj
i ) = s(Dj)

as well as d(Lj
i ) = d(Dj) to block this time step from being used as starting time of the decision

commodity Dj in a feasible scheduling.
These switches work as follows: If the commodity representing variable xi is scheduled on its

earliest time, i.e. representing a true assignment, the commodities can be scheduled as shown in
Figure 2(c). This leads to one empty time step where also Dj can be scheduled which implies that
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this clause is true. If the commodity is scheduled on its last departure time which we interpret xi
is false, the commodities of the switch can only be scheduled as depicted in Figure 2(d): P j

i has to
take the middle time step `(xi) + 1, Rj

i is forced to its earliest departure time and the commodity
Qj

i is forced to its latest departure time. Hence, not all of the commodities included in the switch
and Dj can be scheduled in the interval J`(xi)− 1, u(xi) + 1K corresponding to variable xi in clause
cj .

If a negative literal x̄i is in clause cj , then the switch can be symmetrically mirrored around
the middle time step `(xi) + 1 of xi. Thus, four commodities are needed for each switch. The total
number of commodities we consider is 2p+q(3 ·3+1+4(p−3)) ∈ O(qp), which is clearly polynomial
in the input size.

Finally, we show that all commodities can be scheduled if and only if the given 3-SAT instance
is satisfiable.

(⇒) Let the IIR|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP instance be feasible. Now, set the variables xi of the 3-SAT
instance according to the selected departure times of the commodity corresponding to this variable.
Since each commodity Dj can be scheduled, for each clause there is at least one literal with a true
assignment (the case of Figure 2 (c)) and hence also the 3-SAT instance is satisfiable.

(⇐) Let the 3-SAT instance be satisfiable. Choose the departure time of each commodity that
represents a variable accordingly (first or third time step). For each clause cj select at least one literal
that has a TRUE assignment. Schedule the corresponding commodities of the switch according to
Figure 2(c) and schedule Dj in the empty time step in this switch. As the locking commodities
for non involved variables can be scheduled, it follows that each commodity is scheduled and the
instance is feasible.

Remark 4.2. Our proof also shows NP-completeness of the following version of the rectangle
packing problem:

Rectangle Packing
Let a finite set of axis aligned bounding rectangles B in the Euclidean plane be given and, for
each b ∈ B, a set P(b) of rectangles which have to be placed inside b. Is there a way to place
all rectangles P =

⋃
b∈B P(b) without intersections of their interiors?

Although there are complexity results for related problems, see for example [16], we are not aware
of an earlier proof showing hardness of this rectangle packing problem.

4.2. Continuous Time
Not only in air traffic management and runway scheduling, but also for example train time-

tabling, separation distances are given as temporal distances instead of spatial ones. This is captured
by the following problem version where space and time are considered to be continuous. Considering
rational information for connection requests thereby is not a severe restriction for applications in
general.

Continuous k-NDTP on the line with unit speed: IIR-ε|Q, ∗|feas-NDTP
Let k connection requests be given, for each commodity 1 ≤ i ≤ k specified by a source si ∈ Q,
destination di ∈ Q and earliest and latest possible departure times `i, ui ∈ Q respectively, from
si. Commodities have unit speed, that is, they traverse one unit of space in one unit of time,
and they cannot change direction. A temporal safety distance of ε ∈ Q+ between commodities
has to be assured. That is, if a commodity i is at location p on the path at time t no other
commodity j is allowed to also be at location p in the time interval [t− ε, t+ ε].

12



Commodities appear in the system as soon as they start their trajectory (that is, at their
actual departure time) and disappear instantaneously after having reached their destination.
Can we decide for a feasible departure time for each commodity such that all requests are
fulfilled by trajectories with safety distances?

The notation IIR-ε|Q, ∗|feas reads similarly to the notation that has been used so far: Commodities
have individual release intervals, movement is restricted and a common safety distance of ε is
considered. The base network is given by the line with unit speed and requests have rational data.
As we show in the following theorem this problem can be reduced to IIR|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP and hence
is also NP-complete.

Theorem 4.3. IIR-ε|Q, ∗|feas-NDTP is NP-complete.

Proof. First we show that IIR-ε|Q, ∗|feas-NDTP is in NP. For a trajectory given by a rational
scheduled time, departure position, and arrival position, it can be checked in constant time whether
it fulfills a request. The safety region around it is a parallelogram in a time-expanded representation.
The gray shades in Figure 1(a) illustrate that. Thus, two trajectories are disjoint, if the interior of
the corresponding parallelograms do not intersect, which can be checked in polynomial time. As
there are O(k2) pairs of trajectories the overall check can be done in polynomial time.

We prove hardness by a reduction to IIR|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP where all commodities have to go the
same direction. This was proven to be NP-complete in Theorem 4.1.

Let an IIR|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP instance with k connection requests with si ≤ di for all i be given.
Directly transfer the connection requests to an instance of the IIR-0.5|Q, ∗|feas-NDTP. We show
next, that this instance is feasible if and only if the IIR|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP instance was feasible.

(⇐): Let a feasible solution for the IIR|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP instance be given. Using the geo-
metrical interpretation given in Figure 1(a) we know that in the time-expanded network the line
segments have a distance of at least 1 as the gray shades exactly represent the safety distances for
ε = 0.5. Feasibility of IIR-0.5|Q, ∗|feas-NDTP follows.

(⇒): Let a feasible solution to the IIR-0.5|Q, ∗|feas-NDTP instance be given. Assume all com-
modities have integral departure times. In this case the same solution is trivially feasible for the
IIR|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP having the geometrical representation of Figure 1 in mind.

We can without loss of generality assume that the solution for the IIR-0.5|Q, ∗|feas-NDTP in-
stance has integral departure times: If this is not true for a feasible solution there are r ≤ k, r ∈ N
so called blocks of commodities: Commodities in a block have non integral departure times with the
same fractional part. Further, if a block consists of more than one commodity, for each commodity
i in the block there is at least one commodity j in the same block, such that the corresponding
trajectories use some common point of the line with a temporal distance of exactly 2ε = 1. Thus,
all commodities gathered in a block have integral temporal distance at all common space positions.

Now, transform the given feasible solution into a feasible one with integral departure times:
Consider one of those blocks. Let all commodities in this block depart earlier such that either

(i) departure times for all commodities in the block are integral. This is possible as `i ∈ N for all
i according to IIR|Pn, ∗|feas-NDTP. Further, temporal distance at common space points is integral.
Thus, as the original departure times of commodities in a block had the same fractional part they
all have integral departure time if they depart this amount of time earlier.

(ii) the block be combined with another block, that is, the safety distance of two commodities,
one in each of those two blocks, is exactly 1 and would get smaller by letting the block under
consideration start any earlier.

Figure 3 illustrates the special case where (i) and (ii) occur simultaneously.
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Figure 3: Transformation for commodities in a block with non-integral departure times

In both cases there is one block less with non integral departure times. The result follows by
induction.

The problem is still NP-complete, if all commodities have the same source and destination
on the line, but individual temporal safety distances. This setting is also of great importance
for trajectory planning in the aircraft landing process where safety distances often depend on the
weight-classes of aircraft [12].

Proposition 4.4. Deciding feasibility for IIR-εi|Q, ∗|feas-NDTP is NP-complete if all connection
requests have common source and destination, but individual temporal safety distances εi ∈ Q+ for
each request 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Proof. That the problem is in NP follows directly from the proof given for Theorem 4.3.
Hardness is shown by a reduction to the scheduling problem on one machine, with k jobs with

processing times pi, release dates γi, and due dates δi for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Minimizing the maximal
lateness for this problem is NP-complete, see [17].

Any instance of such a scheduling problem can be transferred to an IIR-εi|R, ∗|feas-NDTP in-
stance as follows: For each job 1 ≤ i ≤ k introduce one commodity with si = di = 0, `i =

γi +
1

2
pi, ui = δi −

1

2
pi and εi =

1

2
pi.

The scheduling problem can be solved with a maximal lateness of zero if and only if the corre-
sponding IIR-εi|Q, ∗|feas-NDTP instance is feasible.

5. The NDTP with Common Destination on the Grid and Mesh

In this section we study the two dimensional grid with four-neighborhood, grid for short, and
the grid with eight-neighborhood, mesh for short, as base networks. Thereby, while both structures
are frequently encountered, the mesh adds more flexibility for the trajectories. Especially in the
case of trajectory planning for physical commodities this allows for a more realistic description.

For both base networks we distinguish between the bounded and the unbounded version. For
the bounded grid and the mesh, we are given two integers a, b ∈ N. The grid Ga,b = (Va,b, E

G
a,b)
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and the mesh Ma,b = (Va,b, E
M
a,b) are defined as:

Va,b = {(x, y) ∈ N× N | 1 ≤ x ≤ a, 1 ≤ y ≤ b} (2a)

EG
a,b = {{v, w} | v, w ∈ Va,b, ‖v − w‖1 = 1} (2b)

EM
a,b = {{v, w} | v, w ∈ Va,b, 1 ≤ ‖v − w‖1 ≤ 2, ‖v − w‖∞ = 1} (2c)

(a) G5,5 (b) M5,5

Figure 4: Example grid and mesh structure

The unbounded grid G∞ and the unbounded mesh M∞ have vertex set V∞ = Z×Z. Their edge
sets EG

∞ and EM
∞ are defined analogously to (2b) and (2c), respectively.

We assume that the x-axis is horizontal and the y-axis vertical. In this context, we use the
terms left, right, up, and down with their standard meaning.

In this section, we examine the three settings CU,CR, IR on the grid and the mesh as base
networks where all connection requests have a common destination d ∈ Va,b. A common sink can
be found, e.g., when all information packages need to be gathered at one vertex or when commodities
approach a common depot, such as an airport. First, we study the unbounded grid and mesh for
settings CU and CR. It turns out that in both settings for the grid and the mesh, each instance
is feasible. Besides the question of feasibility we also study the introduced optimization objectives.
Therefore, we present Algorithm 4 which solves conflicts at the common destination. For all these
optimization objectives, this provides lower bounds for general base graphs. We will use this for the
mesh to provide optimal trajectories with respect to the three introduced optimization objectives
in the settings CU and CR. The obtained objective values coincide with the values of the lower
bounds given by Algorithm 4.

We want to stress, that for a finite base network the results for settings CU and CR do not
carry over in general as instances can be infeasible. Minimal examples are given by G3,1 = M3,1,
k = 2, r1 = r2 = 0, s1 = (1, 1), s2 = (3, 1), and d1 = d2 = (2, 1).

For setting IR we identify a class of instances that is feasible and give optimal trajectories.

5.1. Common release dates on the unbounded grid and mesh
In this subsection we study the NDTP on the grid and the mesh when requests have common

release dates. Before considering optimization, we first show, that for the unbounded grid and a
common destination each instance of the NDTP in settings CU and CR is feasible, which directly
implies that this also holds for the unbounded mesh.
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Definition 5.1 (Frame). Let a vertex set V ∈ {Va,b, V∞} be given. For a vertex d ∈ V we say that
two vertices v, w ∈ V are on the same frame if ‖v − d‖∞ = ‖w − d‖∞, see Figure 5.

d

Figure 5: Example structure of frames around the common destination vertex. Different shades of gray illustrate
correspond to different frames. The printed edges illustrate a Hamiltonian cycle for all vertices of a frame.

Proposition 5.2. Problems CU|G∞, ∗|feas-NDTP and CR|G∞, 1, ∗|feas-NDTP with a common des-
tination d for all connection requests are feasible.

Proof. We fix an ordering of the sources that are on each frame. Until not stated differently,
in each time step we move each commodity one vertex clockwise within its frame following the
Hamiltonian cycle as depicted in Figure 5. While doing this trajectories are disjoint. We start with
the frame closest to the destination and activate the first commodity. That is, for this commodity
and its current vertex we determine a shortest path to the destination that, if necessary, moves
clockwise along its original frame. We move the commodity according to this shortest path to the
destination while all others keep moving clockwise along their corresponding frame. As soon as
the first commodity has arrived, we activate the second commodity, and so on. If there are no
commodities left on the current frame, we continue with the next non-empty frame closest to the
destination. The resulting trajectories never use an edge of G in opposite directions in consecutive
time steps. Hence, they are feasible for both settings CR and CU.

Corollary 5.3. Every CU|M∞, ∗|feas-NDTP and CR|M∞, ∗|feas-NDTP instance is feasible.

We now introduce a greedy algorithm that uses the earliest possible arrival times at the destina-
tion and returns a conflict free assignment of arrival times at the destination. This will yield lower
bounds to all considered optimization objectives regardless of the base network, if unit traversal
time and unit edge costs are considered, see Theorem 5.5. However, in Theorem 5.8 we will show
that the bounds are indeed sharp for the C ∗ |M∞, 1|∗-NDTP.

The main step of Algorithm 4 is to assign feasible integral arrival times to the commodities
following the order in which they can earliest arrive at the destination. Thereby, it ensures that
each time is assigned to at most one commodity and assigns the times such that each commodity
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receives a time as early as possible. This is done by considering the commodities ordered by non-
decreasing earliest arrival time. Iteratively, the next commodity is assigned, if possible, its earliest
arrival time. Otherwise, it is assigned the time step directly after the latest so far assigned time.
Algorithm 4 also computes the overall as well as individual additional time consumption that we
call delay. We note that the obtained arrival times do not necessarily have to correspond to feasible
trajectories.

Algorithm 4 Greedy Delay Ordering
Input: Ordered sequence of earliest arrival times td1 ≤ · · · ≤ tdk in d.
Output: A total increase in time consumption ∆T . For each commodity i, an individual increase

in time consumption ∆i and a new arrival time t̄di .
1: Initialize ∆T = 0,∆1 = 0, t̄d1 = td1.
2: for i = 2, ..., k do
3: ∆i = max{t̄di−1 + 1− tdi , 0}
4: t̄di = tdi + ∆i

5: ∆T = ∆T + ∆i

6: end for

Theorem 5.5. Let a ∗|G, 1|∗-NDTP-instance I with k connection requests with common destination
d ∈ V be given. Assume commodities are numbered increasingly according to non-decreasing earliest
possible arrival times tdi at the common destination d. If I is feasible, the following bounds are valid:

1. minsum(I) ≥
∑

i

(
tdi − ri

)
+ ∆T

2. minmax(I) ≥ maxi{∆i}

3. makespan(I) ≥ t̄dk

where t̄dk,∆T,∆i are computed by Algorithm 4.

Proof. Ad minsum objective: As the considered costs coincide with the time each commodity spends
in the network the given lower bound equals the objective if all commodities arrive as proposed by
Algorithm 4. Assume an assignment of arrival times t̂di , 1 ≤ i ≤ k is given that is feasible for the
common destination however different from t̄dk . Thus, also in this assignment no arrival time is
assigned to more than one commodity and it respects the restriction that no commodity is assigned
a time earlier than its earliest possible arrival time. The following exchange arguments reassign
arrival times so that they coincide with the output provided by Algorithm 4, without increasing
the value of the objective.

We start with commodity with index 1 and assign its arrival time to the time Algorithm 4
computes. As t̄d1 = td1 is the earliest possible arrival time of any commodity, t̂d1 ≥ t̄d1 holds. Thus,
this reassignment alone lowers the cost of the given assignment by δ1 = t̂d1 − t̄d1 ≥ 0. If time t̄d1 was
occupied by a commodity in the given assignment of arrival times, there are at most δ̄1 ≤ δ1 many
commodities with arrival times assigned between t̄d1 and t̂d1. We let each of them arrive one time
unit later. This results in an overall cost decrease of ∆cost

1 = δ1 − δ̂1 ≥ 0. Thus, it is not worse, if
the given assignment has commodity with index 1 at time t̄d1, while keeping the rest of the solution
unchanged.

For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k rename t̂di to the adapted arrival times as explained above.
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Now, the same argument applies to commodity with index 2 and so on. In each exchange step,
the cost implied by the given solution does not increase, when compared to the cost computed by
Algorithm 4. The claim thus follows by induction.

Ad minmax objective: Observation 1: The arrival times t̄di computed by Algorithm 4 have the
following property. A time t̂ is not assigned to any commodity if and only if for all commodities
with tdi ≤ t̂ it holds that t̄di < t̂.

Assume to be given an alternative assignment of arrival times t̂di , 1 ≤ i ≤ k with a lower minmax
objective value than ∆ = max{∆i}. This implies that there is a largest index K ∈ argmaxi{∆i}
that is delayed by less than max{∆i}. Hence, t̂dK < t̄dK . Due to Observation 1 there is an index
j < K for the greedy assignment of arrival times such that there is an empty time slot before
t̄dj = tdj and all times up to t̄dK are used according to the ordering of Algorithm 4. Thus, the
commodity initially assigned to time t̂dK(≥ tdj ) by Algorithm 4 has to be assigned some other time
by the alternative solution. For the new slot for this commodity the same considerations apply.
Thus, after a finite number of steps, there is some commodity i′ such that j ≤ i′ < K with t̂di′ ≥ t̄dK .
As i′ < K, it holds that tdi′ ≤ tdK and thus, the delay of i′ is at least ∆K = max{∆i} which is a
contradiction.

Ad makespan objective: This is a direct consequence of Observation 1: If commodity k arrives
earlier at the destination in a different assignment of arrival times, some other commodity must
arrive at t̄dk or later.

Remark 5.6. We note that in Theorem 5.5 the arrival time assignments do not necessarily need to
correspond to feasible trajectories, as the length (or cost, respectively) with respect to all considered
objectives can be computed simply with information on the sources, the common destination, the
release dates, and the arrival times. In Theorem 5.8 we will show that there exist feasible trajectories
for each CR|M∞, 1|∗-NDTP and CU|M∞, 1|∗-NDTP instance that take the given lower bounds.

Remark 5.7 (Adaptation of Algorithm 4 for the grid ). For the grid we can tighten the bounds
implied by Theorem 5.5 and hence Algorithm 4 by considering the following characteristic of a
feasible walk in the grid: Each walk connecting any source s and destination d must have length
‖s− d‖1 + 2q for some q ∈ N. This is clear, as ‖s− d‖1 is the length of a shortest path, and every
horizontal or vertical movement that does not get closer to the destination must be undone. This
implies that each commodity in a grid can only be delayed by an even number of time steps.

Algorithm 4 can be adapted for the grid to make use of the above described property and hence can
possibly provide better bounds. An adapted algorithm will work exactly the same as Algorithm 4, but
distinguish between even and odd earliest arrival times and even and odd time steps. By assigning
only even delays, it is assured that for no commodity the parity of arrival time changes. The bounds
of Theorem 5.5 carry over by also distinguishing between even and odd time steps.

For the mesh ‖v − d‖∞ is equal to the length of a shortest path from v to d. This implies,
that for an instance of the NDTP on the mesh and common sink d all commodities that have their
source on the same frame have the same earliest possible arrival time td. This observation allows
us to state the following Theorem 5.8.

Theorem 5.8. Let a CU|M∞, 1|∗-NDTP instance or a CR|M∞, 1|∗-NDTP instance with k con-
nection requests with common destination d ∈ V∞ be given. The optimal cost for all considered
optimization objectives are equal to the lower bounds given by Theorem 5.5.

Proof. Let the commodities be indexed according to Algorithm 4. For each commodity 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
we compute ∆i and t̄di accordingly.
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Let each commodity 1 ≤ i ≤ k move clockwise along its corresponding frame for exactly ∆i

time steps. Then start a shortest path from the current position to the destination. As each vertex
of a frame has the same distance to the common destination, the arrival time of each commodity
1 ≤ i ≤ k is now exactly t̄di . As following a shortest path to d in each step brings a commodity one
frame closer to d the resulting trajectories follow the restrictions of CR. Thus, the objective values
will equal the lower bounds of Theorem 5.5. It remains to show that the trajectories are disjoint.

If a commodity with source on a frame with distance D to the destination starts its shortest
path to the sink, vertices of frames that are closer to the destination are only used by commodities
that are already following a shortest path to d. Thus, in each time step there is at most one vertex
used of each frame that is closer to d. Hence the resulting trajectories are disjoint.

Remark 5.9. It can be shown that the computation of trajectories as in the proofs of Proposi-
tion 5.2 and Theorem 5.8 can be performed in time growing polynomially in the encoding size of the
connection requests and the unbounded grid and mesh. As G∞ and M∞ have to be given implicitly,
and hence with constant encoding size, this requires an implicit representation of trajectories. As
this is out of scope of this work we skip the technical details for this.

Remark 5.10. The construction of trajectories in the proofs of Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 5.8
do not need the fact that the grid is unbounded. Thus, the claims still hold true if the given grid or
mesh completely contains all frames on which source vertices are placed.

5.2. Restricted movements and individual release dates
In contrast to the previous subsection we now consider arbitrary release dates ri for each 1 ≤

i ≤ k. Unfortunately, the so far developed construction rules for trajectories for instances with
common release dates cannot easily be transferred. Further, not all instances are feasible. This can
be seen, for example, by considering an instance where some commodity i has release date ri = 0
and at t = 1 there are commodities released from all neighbors of si, showing that an instance is
not necessarily feasible.

Although the complexity of deciding feasibility for setting IR is open, we will give some sufficient
conditions on the connection requests for an IR|Ma,b, 1|∗-NDTP instance to be feasible. Moreover,
for instances satisfying these conditions we can construct optimal trajectories for all optimization
objectives of Definition 2.3. The main idea is to assure the possibility for the commodities to
simulate waiting by following small circles, such that they afterwards can follow an individual
shortest path in the base network. Figure 6 shows an example setting of how a 3-cycle involving
the source vertex si can be used to achieve this waiting.

si vi

s1is2i

(a) One unit of delay:
si → s1i → vi

si vi

s1is2i

(b) Two units of delay:
si → s2i → s1i → vi

si vi

s1is2i

(c) Three units of delay:
si → s2i → s1i → si → vi

Figure 6: Delay patterns if a shortest path from si to d uses si → vi
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If each commodity can use such a 3-cycle in order to be delayed, without causing conflicts with
other commodities, we can construct optimal trajectories. In the Euclidean plane the convex hull
of sources will provide a sufficient criterion to detect whether this can be done. We denote the
convex hull of vectors v1, ..., v` in the Euclidean plane by

conv(v1, ...., v`) :=

∑̀
j=1

λjvj |
∑̀
j=1

λj = 1, λj ∈ R≥0

 .

For any subset S ⊂ R×R of the Euclidean plane and any point p in the Euclidean plane D(p, S) =
inf{‖p− q‖2 | q ∈ S} denotes the distance between p and S.

Definition 5.11 (Non dominated requests). For a given IR|Ma,b, 1, 1|∗-NDTP instance with k
connection requests and common destination d let the commodities be sorted increasingly according
to non-decreasing earliest possible arrival times tdi at d. In case of ties, we order them increasingly
according to non-decreasing shortest path length between si and d, for the mesh that is ‖si − d‖∞.
If ties persist, we break them arbitrarily.

We call the connection requests non dominated if

1. for each pair of requests 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k with i 6= j it holds that ‖si − sj‖∞ ≥ 3,

2. for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, if −∞ < j = sup{j < i | tdj < tdi } it holds that

3 ≤ D (si, conv(s1, s2, . . . , sj , d)) ,

3. every source has eight neighbors in Va,b.

Remark 5.12. Let an IR|Ma,b, 1, 1|∗-NDTP instance with k connection requests with common
destination d be given. The conditions for non dominated requests can be checked in polynomial
time. This is clear for conditions 1. and 3.. For the check of condition 2. for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k the
check whether or not si is element of the convex hull can be done by finding a separating hyperplane.
This can be done in polynomial time. If si is not in the convex hull of the given points, one has to
determine the convex hull of at most k point in the Euclidean plane. This is described by at most
k points and k segments and can be determined in time O(k log(k)). The squared distance to each
of those points and segments can be computed in polynomial time.

The conditions for non dominated requests ensure that no source is on the boundary. Thus,
for each source we can select a 3-cycle as shown in Figure 6. As the distance between any two
sources is at least three, no two of those 3-cycles will share a vertex. Condition 2. ensures that, if
a commodity j arrives before i, commodity j never uses a vertex that is part of the delay pattern
of commodity i . This is detailed in the proof of Theorem 5.13.

Theorem 5.13. Let an IR|Ma,b, 1|∗-NDTP instance with k connection requests and common des-
tination d be given. If the requests are non dominated, there are feasible trajectories with objective
values matching the lower bounds of Theorem 5.5. Thus, those trajectories are optimal for the
considered optimization objectives.

Proof. Assume that the commodities are sorted according to the definition of non dominated re-
quests. For all commodities 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we let Algorithm 4 compute ∆i.
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s2i

d

Figure 7: Shortest path selection according to Bresenhams algorithm and example layout for delay patterns

We now construct the trajectories in reverse order for i = k, ..., 1 as follows. For request i, we
fix a shortest path from si to d in Ma,b such that for no vertex of this path the Euclidean distance
to the segment sid is larger than one. Such a path can be computed by Bresenhams algorithm for
the line segment between two integral points, see [1]. As this path only uses diagonal and either
horizontal or vertical edges, it is indeed a shortest path from si to d. We now delay commodity i by
∆i time units using appropriate s1i , s2i vertices and delay patterns as given in Figure 6. To this end,
let vi be the successor of si in the path. We fix a possible 3-cycle si, s1i , s2i for the delay patterns,
such that s1i is a neighbor of vi and s2i is not a neighbor of vi. Condition 3. of the definition for
non dominated requests ensures that this is possible. For an illustration how the shortest path for
si can be selected, see Figure 7.

If a delay of more than three time units is assigned to a commodity, then we use a 3-cycle as
often as needed. If the delay is not a multiple of three, then we use a cycle in the appropriate
direction to continue with the remaining delay of one or two units. Afterwards, we follow the
above selected shortest path to d. Thus, by denoting with tdi the earliest possible arrival time for
i at d, the new arrival time is t̄di = tdi + ∆i. Thus, all commodities have arrival times that match
the times computed by Algorithm 4. Hence, the objective values equal the lower bounds given in
Theorem 5.5.

We now prove that these trajectories are disjoint. As arrival times are pairwise distinct and a
shortest path to the common destination is used after the delaying is done, no conflicts can occur
between commodities that already follow their shortest paths (otherwise the commodities would
arrive at the same time).

It remains to show that by delaying the commodities, no conflict arises. Assume there is a
conflict between two commodities i < j and assume it occurs while j is still following its delay
pattern. We will show that this cannot happen by proving that the trajectory of commodity i
never uses any vertex in the base graph that is part of the delay pattern for j. All vertices in
the delay pattern for any commodity have a shortest path length of exactly 1 to its source. As
‖si− sj‖∞ is at least three, no pair of delay patterns can share a vertex. It remains to show that a
shortest path from i to the destination does not use any vertex of the delay pattern of commodity
j . We consider two cases:

Case 1: Let tdi < tdj . Due to condition 2. of the definition for non dominated requests and the
selected shortest path for i the Euclidean distance between sj and any vertex of the shortest path
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for i is at least two. As vertices of the delay pattern have Euclidean distance to sj at most
√

2,
which is smaller than two, the shortest path for i and the delay pattern of j cannot have common
vertices in the base graph. Figure 7 illustrates this for some choice of si and sj .

Case 2: tdi = tdj . Due to the ordering given by the definition for non dominated requests
‖si − d‖∞ ≤ ‖sj − d‖∞ holds. If the shortest path from si to d uses any neighbor v of sj condition
1. in the definition for non dominated requests implies that

‖si − d‖∞ ≥ 2 + ‖v − d‖∞ ≥ 1 + ‖sj − d‖∞ > ‖si − d‖∞

This is a contradiction and hence no shortest path for commodity i can use any vertex of the delay
pattern of j.

Thus, the conflict can only happen if commodity i is still following a delay pattern and j is
already on a shortest path to the common destination d. In Figure 7 si and sj′ illustrate a possible
layout. Due to the definition of disjointness for trajectories there are two possibilities for the conflict:

Case 1: Condition 1, that is, vertex disjointness in the time-expanded network, is violated. If
the conflict occurs at si there is no possibility that j arrives after i while using a shortest path,
which is a contradiction. Thus, the conflict has to be at either s1i or s2i of the base network. Now,
as s2i is a neighbor of si, if there is a conflict at s2i , j can only have a remaining distance to d of
at most ‖si − d‖∞ + 1. Further, i is still using its delay pattern and from s2i there are at least
‖si − d‖∞ + 1 many steps to go. This is a contradiction to t̄di < t̄dj . If the conflict is at s1i , which
is a neighbor of vi, an analogous argument applies. After all, trajectories are vertex disjoint in the
time-expanded network.

Case 2: Condition 2, that is using an edge of the base network in different directions is violated.
Assume this happens for the edge between si and s2i at time t. Assume the case i is at si at time
t+ 1 and j at s2i . As at least one shortest path from si to d uses vi as its second vertex in the mesh
one coordinate of vi is one unit closer to the coordinates of d and the other at least not further
away. Thus, it cannot be that any shortest path from si to d uses a vertex with Euclidean distance
greater than one from vi as second vertex. As s2i is not a neighbor of vi but j following a shortest
path that uses si this leads to a contradiction. In the other case, that is j is at si in time t + 1
and i at s2i the earliest possible arrival time for i is after the arrival time for j which is again a
contradiction.

For the other edges similar arguments apply: Either j cannot have used the edge in that direction
while following a shortest path, or the earliest possible arrival time for i is not before the latest
possible arrival time of j.

Remark 5.14. The considerations so far are made for the mesh. They can be transferred to grids
by changing condition 3. in the definition for non dominated requests to four neighbors for each
source. Delay patterns have to be appropriate 4-cycles including both si and the second vertex of
a shortest path vi for each request 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Such 4-cycles will allow for any even delay. Thus,
the arrival times given by the adapted greedy algorithm for the grid can be met. The selection of
a shortest path from any source to the common sink such that no vertex has distance greater than
one from the segment can also be done by Bresenhams Algorithm. Thereby one has to make sure to
replace any diagonal connection implied by Bresenhams Algorithm with an appropriate sequence of
two orthogonal ones.
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6. The IR|Ma,b, ce|minsum-NDTP

Finally, we study the IR||Ma,b, ce|minsum-NDTP, where individual edge costs allow to depict
environmental influences on the costs of trajectories, such as energy cost for a connection, terrain
or wind for example. As the problem will turn out to be hard, a question that arises is whether we
can find algorithms that have running times in O(f(k)|G|O(1)) for some function f : N → R+, a
base graph G and k connection requests. A problem is called fixed-parameter tractable if such an
algorithm exists [8] . We will show that not even approximation for the IR|Ma,b, ce|minsum-NDTP is
fixed-parameter tractable (unless P = NP).

In the following, we show that the IR|Ma,b, ce|minsum-NDTP is W[1]-complete. W[1]-hardness
relies on a reduction to k − CLIQUE which is widely believed not to be fixed-parameter tractable,
see [8]. This will imply that approximation of IR|Ma,b, ce|minsum-NDTP is not fixed-parameter
tractable and that IR|Ma,b, ce|minsum-NDTP is hence NP-complete.

Our proof relies on a result by Slivkins [25] who shows that both the edge and vertex disjoint
paths problem on general directed acyclic graphs are W[1]-hard.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows: First, for any given directed acyclic graph
D = (N,A) we detail the construction of a corresponding mesh and non-negative edge costs. We
further explain how to translate a connection request in D to one in the mesh. Second we prove a
one to one correspondence of disjoint trajectories in the time-expanded network (with bounded cost)
to vertex disjoint paths in D. This implies W[1]-hardness for optimization of IR|Ma,b, ce|minsum-
NDTP (Theorem 6.5). Last we prove that approximation for IR|Ma,b, ce|minsum-NDTP is not
fixed-parameter tractable (Theorem 6.6).

Construction of the mesh:
Let a directed acyclic graph D = (N,A), with n = |N | vertices be given together with a

topological ordering of its vertices v1, .., vn and non negative arc costs cpq for each arc a = (vp, vq) ∈
A.

We construct a polynomially sized (in the size ofD) mesh where the vertices ofD are represented
by the rows and information of the arcs can be deduced from the columns. Therefore, we first define
the horizontal and vertical dimension of the mesh together with some notation and afterwards detail
how an arc of D is represented through the assignment of edge costs in the resulting mesh.

Rows: We use 2n rows labeled y+1 , y
−
1 , ..., y

+
n , y

−
n . Every two rows have a correspondence to one

vertex of D.
Columns: Following the topological ordering of the vertices of D, for each vertex vp there is

a so called gadget of 2n columns labeled x+p,n, x−p,n, x
+
p,n−1, x

−
p,n−1, . . . , x

+
p,1.x

−
p,1. The two columns

labeled x+p,q, x−p,q will be used to indicate whether there is an outgoing arc from vp to vq.
Size of the mesh: Overall the number of vertices in the mesh we consider is

2n · n · 2n = O(n3).

As each vertex in a mesh has at most eight neighbors also the number of edges in the base network
is polynomial in the size of the input graph.

Remark 6.1. For ease of exposition we use an arrow notation to refer to edges in the above
constructed mesh. That is, for a sequence of edges {v, w}, {w, z} we write v → w → z for short.

Representation of arcs: A column labeled x+p,q will carry the information whether there is an arc
in D connecting vertices (vp, vq). Therefore, each arc in D is represented by a sequence of edges
which in total will have the same cost as cpq. Unspecified edges will be assigned a high constant
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cost C (>
∑

a∈A ca) such that it is immediately clear from the cost of a trajectory on the mesh,
whether or not it can be translated to a path in D. For an illustrative example to keep track of
the described sequences see Figure 8. Dashed lines represent the outgoing arcs from a considered
vertex, while the line consisting of small triangles represents a vertex that could have possibly been
reached by a lower indexed vertex.

x +
p,n

x −
p,n

x +
p,`

x +
p,p+

1

x +
p,1

x −
p,1

x +
p+

1,n

x +
p,p

x +
p,q

y+1

y−1

y+2

y+p

y−p

y+q

y+`

y−`

Figure 8: Example gadget for vertex vp, where the original directed acyclic graph had arcs (vp, v`), (vp, vq) and only
vertex vq has an in going arc from any lower indexed vertex.

For p = 1, ..., n consider vp ∈ N . An arc (vp, vq) ∈ A is represented in the following way:
Consider the gadget corresponding to vp, that is, the columns labeled x∗p,∗. Set edge cost to zero

(where not already done) for:

(x+p,n, y
+
p )→ (x−p,n, y

+
p )→ (x+p,n−1, y

+
p )→ · · · → (x−p,q+1, y

+
p )→ (x+p,q, y

+
p ).
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Now go ’diagonal right up’ in the following manner:

(x+p,q, y
+
p )→ (x−p,q, y

−
p )→ (x+p,q−1, y

+
p+1)→ · · · → (x−p,p+1, y

−
q−1).

with cost zero. Finally set the edge cost of (x−p,p+1, y
−
q−1)→ (x+p,p, y

+
q ) to cpq.

Now, starting from vertex (x+p,p, y
+
q ) to the right set edge costs to 0 in row yq until the beginning

of gadget p + 1, i.e column x+p+1,n is reached. For the gadgets between vp and vq establish zero
cost sequences on row y+q , deviating to row y−q if necessary. How this has to be done in general is
detailed for one gadget in the following.

Consider the gadget corresponding to a vertex vp. The sequences that were introduced to
represent outgoing arcs of vp in D, cross rows which correspond to other vertices of D. It has to be
assured that, if for a vertex of D with lower index than p that has an arc to some vertex vq with
q > p no zero cost path on rows y+q , resp. y−q can result in conflicts for trajectories.

For all vertices vq with q > p that can possibly be reached from vertices with an index smaller
than p start a sequence of zero cost edges on row y+q at column x+p,n. Continue those zero cost
edges on row y+q for the whole gadget corresponding to vp, ending in columns x+p+1,n. This zero
cost sequence only deviates from row y+q and uses a vertex of row y−q if possible ’conflicts’ have to
be avoided. That is, conflicts with diagonal connections in the mesh that represent arcs (vp, v`) in
D with ` > q have to be avoided. This is done by a sequence of two edges each with cost zero as
follows: (x−p,(`−(q−p)+1, v

+
q )→ (x+p,(`−(q−p), v

−
q )→ (x−p,(`−(q−p), v

+
q ).

This zig-zag sequence is the reason why we need two rows and columns per vertex.
Note: If a vertex vq can be reached from a lower indexed vertex and vp, no conflict avoidance

is necessary. If vp can be reached from a lower indexed vertex, there is a zero cost path in gadget
vp−1 that ends at (x+p,n, y

+
p ) that is continued as described above for the outgoing arcs of vp.

All edges that are not specified in this mesh by now are assigned some high constant cost value C.
As direct returns are not allowed in setting IR this assures that if costs lower than C, for

C >
∑

a∈A ca, are assigned to a trajectory, the corresponding commodity in each time step moves
one column to the right.

Representation of vertices: We secure that the usage of vertex labeled (x+p,n, y
+
p ) in the mesh

represents usage of vp in D. That is, a trajectory in the mesh that corresponds to a path in D uses
(x+p,n, y

+
p ) if vp is used in D.

Definition 6.2. For a given directed acyclic graph D with arc costs cpq and a value C ∈ N we
denote the mesh as constructed above as:

M(D, cpq, C).

Connection requests: A connection request between a terminal pair s̄i = vp, d̄i = vq in D is
translated into a connection request si, di in M(D, cpq, L) with release date ri as follows:

si =
(
x+p,n, y

+
p

)
, di =

(
x+q,n, y

+
q

)
, ri = (p− 1)(2n).

We note that when enumerating the columns of the mesh starting with 0 for column labeled
x+1,n, then ri coincides with the number of the column labeled x+p,n. If all commodities move one
column to the right at each time step, then all of them are in the same column at the same time.

Lemma 6.3. Let a directed acyclic graph D = (N,A) with k connection requests between source
sink pairs (s̄i, d̄i) be given. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k there exists a path in D fulfilling request i with cost
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C∗i such that the k paths are vertex disjoint if and only if for M(D, cpq, C) with C >
∑

a∈A ca, and
connection requests according to the definition above, there are feasible trajectories that follow the
restrictions of setting IR and for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k have costs C∗i < C.

Proof. (⇒): First we show how to transform a path P in D into a trajectory in the mesh with equal
costs. We illustrate this by a minimal example path P = (vp, vq) in D. The transformation will
imply that the resulting trajectories fulfill the corresponding requests in the mesh and are disjoint,
if the corresponding paths P1, ...,Pk in D are vertex disjoint and fulfill the requests.

Transformation of P = (vp, vq): We start at vertex
(
x+p,n, y

+
p

)
at time (p − 1)(2n). Now we

move horizontally right until arriving at the column labeled x+p,q. This has cost zero as there is an
arc (vp, vq). We follow the path right diagonal up till reaching row yq. Again this segment has cost
zero, except for one edge with cost c(vp, vq). Now, we follow the zero cost path to the right until
the end of the gadget. Next, for the gadgets between vp and vq we follow the zero cost path on row
yq (y′q where necessary) until the first column of gadget vq is reached. That is at vertex (x+q,n, yq).
In this way, the trajectory cost in M(D, cpq, C)T corresponding to path P is equal to the cost in D.

Disjointness: According to the transformation above, each step the trajectories proceed in the
mesh moves one column to the right. Hence, all commodities are always in the column number
equal to the time step. Thus, if trajectories use vertices of the same column of the mesh they do
this in the same time step. If a vertex of a column in the base mesh would be used by two different
walks, it is implied by the cost of the corresponding trajectories, that they also use a common
edge (the zig-zag sequences as depicted by the line of triangles in Figure 8 avoid common vertices
otherwise). This cannot occur, as it implies that the paths in D have common vertices. Hence, in
the base mesh the trajectories are vertex disjoint and hence the trajectories are disjoint.

(⇐): If such disjoint trajectories exist, we know from their cost, that only edges with cost lower
than C in M(D, cpq, C)T are used. As no direct return is allowed and the destination is right of the
source for each request, this implies that each commodity moves one column to the right in each
time step.

This allows us to deduce vertex disjoint paths in D by following the trajectories from commodity
i in M(D, cpq, C)T . We can identify a path connecting s̄i, d̄i in D in the following way. The first
vertex of D is s̄i according to the definition of si. After the source vertex, the trajectory of
commodity i implies to use vertex v` of D if the trajectory uses (x+`,n, y

+
` ). This can only be at

time (`−1)(2n) as each commodity always moves one step right in each time step and release dates
are set accordingly. The resulting sequence of vertices in D are a path, as two subsequent vertices
vq, v` of the path can only be implied by a trajectory if it went from row yq to row y`. This is only
possible with cost smaller than L if there is an arc (vq, v`) in D. This also implies that the cost of
the trajectories are equal to the corresponding path in D.

Vertex disjointness of the paths in D follows as the trajectories are vertex disjoint in the time-
expanded mesh and hence at most one trajectory could have used a vertex (x+`,n, y

+
` ) of the mesh.

Remark 6.4. Lemma 6.3 does not apply if a makespan-objective is considered, as for the construc-
tion of M(D, cpq, C) non-unitary edge costs are necessary. Thus, the costs do not represent the time
consumption which would be necessary for the makespan-objective.

Theorem 6.5. IR|Ma,b, ce|minsum-NDTP and IR|Ma,b, ce|minmax-NDTP are W[1]-hard.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 6.3: For every given instance of the vertex disjoint
paths problem on a directed acyclic graph D= (N,A) the construction of M(D, cpq,

∑
a∈A ca) for

is polynomial in the size of D. Thus, as determining existence of disjoint paths is W[1]-hard
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for directed acyclic graphs according to [25] if follows from Lemma 6.3 that also optimizing for
IR|Ma,b, ce|minsum-NDTP and IR|Ma,b, ce|minmax-NDTP is also W[1]-hard: If trajectories with
costs smaller than

∑
a∈A ca are found, existence of vertex disjoint paths in D is implied, and non-

existence otherwise.

Theorem 6.6. Under the assumption that W[1]-hardness implies non fixed-parameter tractabil-
ity [8]: α-approximation for the IR|Ma,b, ce|minsum-NDTP and IR|Ma,b, ce|minmax-NDTP are not
fixed-parameter tractable for any α ≥ 1.

Proof. We prove the statement for IR|Ma,b, ce|minsum - NDTP. The statement for IR|Ma,b, ce|minmax-
NDTP follows analogously.

Assume a fixed-parameter tractable approximation algorithm for the IR|Ma,b, ce|minsum-NDTP ex-
ists. This implies that for any directed acyclic graph D we can use this algorithm and the con-
struction of an polynomial sized (in |D|) mesh corresponding to D as given by Definition 6.2 to
determine existence of vertex disjoint paths in D according to Lemma 6.3.

Therefore, assume arc costs inD to be zero, and hence for the corresponding IR|Ma,b, ce|minsum -
NDTP instance an optimal solution also has cost zero (if the vertex disjoint path exist in D). In
order to be an α approximation algorithm the algorithm thus has to yield cost zero. If in the mesh
construction C > 0 holds, no edge of cost C can be used and thus the approximation algorithm leads
to an optimal solution with cost zero. In this case existence of vertex disjoint paths in D follows.
Further if the algorithm returns a solution with cost at least C we know that no vertex disjoint
paths between the desired pairs exist in D. This contradicts the result of W[1]-hardness for the
existence of vertex disjoint paths by [25].

7. Conclusion

In this work we studied the non-stop disjoint trajectories problem for the path, the grid and
the mesh as networks. We established two characteristics on the turning behavior of commodities
pointing towards practical applications such as air traffic management. For this new and wide
problem class we presented different polynomial time algorithms providing feasible solutions in all
studied settings with common release dates for the path. For the mesh and connection requests
with common destination, we detailed how to construct optimal trajectories for different objectives.
Key ingredient of the proof is a greedy assignment of arrival times. Further, we proved two problem
versions, to be NP-complete. Both include individual release information and restricted turning
abilities of commodities. First, for a path as base network where requests have release intervals we
showed hardness by a reduction to 3-SAT. Second, on the mesh with arbitrary edge cost we showed
that even approximation is not fixed-parameter tractable.

Future research efforts shall tackle the complexity of deciding feasibility and optimization of
general instances on the unit grid with individual release dates for connection requests. This remains
open although we can identify classes of feasible instances which we can even solve optimally under
the considered objectives. Also extensions to grids and meshes with more than two dimensions and
non unit time consumption are of interest. Depending on the application for practical use different
disjointness measures as well as further restrictions on movements may be of interest.
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